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Volume 24 Issue 3 – December 2019 
 
District Meetings 
By Vivian Nutton, District Secretary  

 
The meetings at St Paul’s, Walden (August), the Abbey (September), and Barnet (October) have 
all been well attended. At Radlett on 16th November, we had a total of 17 ringers from around the 
District, plus one from the Watford District. We rang a good selection of methods from rounds and 
called changes to Kent Treble Bob and Cambridge Surprise Minor, with Plain Bob Doubles and 
Minor, Stedman Doubles and lots of Grandsire Doubles along the way. The local band laid on coffee 
and biscuits in the nave, so we stopped half way through for refreshments and socialising.  All in all, 
an enjoyable morning. Those who had not rung before on these tricky bells coped well with their 
weight and the speed of ringing.  
There's been a fresh coat of paint on the stairwell leading to St Peter’s, St Albans ringing chamber 
and the local ringers are organising tea and a carol service for the District Meeting on December 21 
when we hope to welcome lots of ringers to the tower. 
 
 
The highlight of next year’s programme will be the County Association Annual General Meeting, 
which will be held at St Michael’s on April 25. Ringing will take place at various towers 
beforehand, and there will be evensong and tea before the meeting. Following this year’s successful 
outing, another is planned for June. It is also hoped to introduce a mini-striking competition to one 
of the district meetings to encourage learners. The programme will be decided at the December 
Nominations meeting at St Peter’s; any suggestions for how we might keep up the improvement 
will be welcome. 
 

 
A Trip to Buckinghamshire 
Alison Evans, St Michael’s St Albans 

 
When I started thinking about where to go for this year’s outing, I wondered about going to Milton 
Keynes, as the journey from St Albans would be relatively straightforward and there seemed to be a 
reasonable number of towers not too far apart, so Neil and I set out to scout the possibilities.  We 
found the church in Milton Keynes village without too much trouble but en route to the next one, we 
took a wrong turn at a roundabout and ended up in a housing estate.  Then we found ourselves on a 
stretch of dual carriageway we had definitely been on already.  I envisaged a convoy of cars on outing 
day, following each other around in circles.  The saxophone music from The Benny Hill Show started 
running through my head.  We set off for the countryside... 
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In the end, our first tower was at 
Padbury near Buckingham, where we 
were welcomed by the vicar and her 
dog, as well as the tower secretary and 
tower captain.  It is a ground floor ring 
(10½ cwt, 6) which went reasonably 
well, getting the day’s ringing off to a 
good start. 
The church has some interesting wall 
paintings, including one which shows 
the miracle of the wolf and St 
Edmund’s head.  According to the 
church website: “after being defeated 
and beheaded by the Danes in 855, the 
pious king’s head was rescued by a 
wolf, carried back to a nearby 
monastery and miraculously re-

attached itself to the king’s body! This process did not, however, restore the king to life.” 
 
Next, we made our way to East Claydon (7cwt, 6), another ground floor ring.  The lady who let us 
in described the bells here as easy going and they certainly were; I think I enjoyed this tower the 
most. 

 
Ringing at East Claydon 

 
The last tower before lunch was St Laurence at Winslow (17cwt, 8).  The ringing chamber was 
dominated by a huge clock mechanism which we were under strict instructions not to touch.  I think 
the clock would ordinarily have sounded the quarter hours, as there was a lot of whirring and clicking, 
but it didn’t disrupt the ringing and we rang some enjoyable touches here. 
We enjoyed a leisurely lunch together at The Bell Hotel in Winslow which was the pub recommended 
on the internet by the local ringers.  The hotel specialised in home-made pies which were very tasty 
- some people in the party enjoyed them so much they bought some to take home.  
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After lunch, we moved onto Newton Longville (12cwt, 8).  I’d had a bit of trouble lining this tower 
up but, in the absence of a reply to my email enquiry, I had followed up twice by phone and been 
assured that our visit could go ahead.  However, after the arrangements were in place, the tower 
contact had told me that the bells were fine but the wooden frame was “a bit dicey” so I was quite 
anxious about how things might go. 
We’d been a bit slow in leaving Winslow so the party arrived a few minutes late but not as late as the 
keyholder.  I was waiting at the bottom of the tower so I didn’t see him at first, although I gather he 
stopped as he was driving past and asked why there were so many people hanging around in the 
churchyard, before going home to collect the key.  Once we were inside, we discovered that some of 
the bells were pretty idiosyncratic but nevertheless we achieved some creditable ringing here. 
Whenever I’ve organised an outing, I always worry about whether the towers will be open at the 
appointed time and whether the bells will be horrible.  I’ve been lucky up till now on both these 
counts and I’m hoping that it was just a blip that these factors came together at Newton Longville! 
 

 
Group Photo 

 
Soon it was time to make our way to the final tower of the afternoon, at Soulbury (15cwt, 6).  The 
church had been locked when we had visited on our scouting expedition so it was interesting to find 
a number of decorative monuments on the walls and a surprise to see the huge ringing area.   
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The bells are quite heavy but had a lovely, rich tone and provided a satisfying 
end to the day. 
We rang a selection of different methods throughout the day, including rounds 
and called changes, Grandsire and Stedman (Doubles and Triples), Plain Bob 
Doubles and Cambridge Surprise Minor.   
 
 
 

We had learned a new method, Buckinghamshire Place Doubles, with the outing in mind and rang it 
successfully at all the six-bell towers, including a touch at East Claydon, which was my personal 
highlight of the day.  
 
The St Michael’s band has increased in number to seven ringing members since last year’s outing.  
One of our new members is Ruth Sawtell who is returning to ringing after a long break and whom 
we were pleased to welcome on her first ever outing.  However, as such a small group, we still rely 
on outside help for our activities to be successful so it was lovely to have the company of ringers 
from the other towers in St Albans. I hope everyone enjoyed it and I’d like to thank everyone who 
took part. 
 

Les Weeks 
 
Les Weeks (a ringer at Kimpton for more than 25 years) and his wife Barbara emigrated to Western 
Australia at the beginning of November to be closer to their daughter. He will be much missed by 
the Kimpton band for all his work as steeplekeeper. His nearest tower will now be nearly 40 miles 

Buckingham Place 
Doubles 

Ringing at Soulbury 
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away at Bunbury near Perth– but he does intend to continue ringing. By the time you read this, his 
home contents may actually have arrived…. 

 
 
A Campanological Saint 
Vivian Nutton 

 

 
 

The theme of this year’s Flower Festival at Sandridge on October 4-6 was `Saints and Heroes’. To 
decorate the West window under the tower on behalf of the ringers, Christine Nutton chose to 
represent the patron saint of ringing, St Paulinus, who was Bishop of Nola in Campania from 409AD 
to 431AD. 

The story that St Paulinus 
invented the idea of bells in 
churches is probably false based 
on an apparent link with the name 
of his bishopric Campania and 
linked with the Latin ‘Campana’ 
(bell). Nevertheless, he was the 
earliest writer to mention bells 
rung during (or for) a church 
service. During his annual 
festival in Nola called the Feast 
of Lilies, huge wooden towers, 
sometimes five metres high, with 
an image of the saint and 
festooned with lilies, are carried 
around the town on the shoulders 
of a large number of hefty 
parishioners. Emigrants from the 
town also brought this tradition 
with them to Brooklyn, NY. 
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Although the Sandridge replica was much smaller, it was surrounded by an equally spectacular 
display of lilies, much admired by all the visitors enjoying tea in front of it. 
 

 
On Sunday 6 October, before the Harvest Festival Service for the Hertfordshire branch of the National 
Farmers Union that concluded the Flower Festival, we rang a quarter peal of 1260 Plain Bob Doubles. 
 
We were pleased to welcome David, a farmer from Knebworth whose wife, Rosemary, joined in a 
similar quarter peal last year 
 
Sandridge, Hertfordshire 
St Leonard 
Sunday, 6 October 2019 in 38m (6–0–18 in B♭) 
1260 Plain Bob Doubles 

1. Trevor Hawkins 
2. Christine Nutton 
3. Judith Titmus 
4. David Pateman 
5. Vivian Nutton (C) 
6. Ron Titmus 

Rung before the Herts NFU Harvest Festival Evensong at the close of the Sandridge Flower 
Festival. 
 
Sandridge has also said farewell to one of its longest serving members, Chris Harris, who has moved 
to Eaton Socon to be closer to her children and grandchildren. She managed the remarkable feat of 
ringing regularly on Sunday mornings before dashing off to another church where she and her 
husband were for many years the churchwardens. Our Treasurer, Gerry Woof, another long-standing 
ringer, has had to give up temporarily, but we hope to be able to welcome him back in the future. 

 
News from St Stephen’s, St Albans 
Alison Macfarlane 

 
There has been no regular ringing at St Stephen’s for over three years as we lost most of our band for 
a variety of reasons. Meanwhile several members of the church had been wanting to learn to ring but 
there was no one to teach them. Since the summer, a total of six learners and one returner have been 
going to Sandridge, St Peter’s and Ridge / South Mymms / Radlett to learn bell handling. They are 
making good progress and practices have restarted at St Stephen’s on selected Fridays. A number of 
members who came to the May District meeting volunteered to come and help with these. So thank 
you to everyone who has helped us already and to those of you who signed the list offering to help at 
the next stage. Anyone else who is willing to help will be welcome. 
 
Please note that Stephanie Willcocks has handed over the role of Tower Secretary to me. She is still 
Ringing Master, but sadly is no longer able to ring because of health problems.  
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North Mymms Rope Replacement 
Jane Sherlock 

 
The 8 bells of St Mary’s North Mymms Church have just had their tail ends replaced as the previous 
ends became too stiff.  With the help of Ellis Ropes Ltd they now have a softer tail which gives much 
better handling.  
 
The photograph below show Richard Sales replacing all the old ropes with the new ones in the very 
cramped tower, which only took him a couple of hours.  
 

 
 
 
 

Paula’s Peal 
Paula Marshall 

 
Essendon, Hertfordshire, St Mary the Virgin 
Saturday, 9 November 2019 in 3h 3 (15–0–13 in F) 
5056 Cambridge Surprise Major 
Composed by C Middleton 

1. Paula Marshall 
2. Stephen J Crawley 
3. Penelope J V Sharpe 
4. John P Loveless (C) 
5. John J Ford 
6. Laurence P J Bourton 
7. Alan Regin 
8. Russell A Brown 

100th peal on the bells* 
Paula's 23rd peal and her first peal for 33 years* 
A 'donation' of a few peals was offered to get her moving towards 100...…... 
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*Paula writes: The details on Bellboard of the actual peal at Essendon on Saturday 9th November 
are correct but the footnotes are inaccurate: 
It was not the 100th peal on the bells, it was the 100th peal in the tower, and it was my first peal for 
23 (not 33) years. 
 
A very brief history of the bells: 
History records that there were four bells and a sanctus bell at Essendon in 1552. Five bells, either 
new or recast from the old four, were then installed dating from 1681 to 1685 of which the 4th was 
badly out of tune. A treble was added in 1769, and then these six bells were rehung in 1788 and again 
in 1894 when the 3rd was recast. The 5th was recast in 1903, and the bells were rehung on roller 
bearings in 1953. However, these bells were a mixed lot, badly out of tune, some of poor tone and 
the foundation beams of the bell frame were not grouted into the tower masonry. So in 1986 the 
ringers began to raise the funds required for a complete restoration. A new treble and tenor were 
added, the old treble and 4th were recast, and the ring of eight bells was hung in a new frame and 
dedicated in 1990. 
The first peal at Essendon was rung in 1896. Between then and 1990, 29 peals were rung on the 6 
bells. Since 1990 another 71 peals have been achieved including the 100th peal in the tower on 
Saturday 9th November. The ringers of this peal included two of the local band - John Ford and Paula 
Marshall. So only three of the current ring of 8 (the 3rd, 4th and 7th) have actually been pealed 100 
times. 
  
Thanks to JJ for organising and all the ringers who took part we have celebrated a landmark in the 
history of ringing in Essendon and I was grateful for the opportunity to be part of that. 
 

Improve Your Ringing Course 
Tulloch Ringing Centre, Scottish Highlands, Sept 2019 
Lucy Hornberger 

 
My son, Oscar, and I have been ringing at Hatfield for about two years. Oscar has made quite good 
progress but, despite extremely patient and supportive teaching, I have tended to struggle. We both 
liked the idea of doing a course that would allow us intensive practice, plus the opportunity to improve 
our handling and learn to raise and lower – things that Hatfield’s ‘difficult bells’ make a bit tricky. 
Most ringing courses seem to be for competent ringers wishing to learn advanced method, so we were 
very happy to find the Tulloch Ringing Centre’s ‘Improve your Ringing’ course. Run annually, it is 
aimed at those who can ring a bell unaided but want to improve their handling and make progress 
towards ringing Plain Hunt and Plain Bob. This sounded perfect, so on a rainy weekend in September 
Oscar and I headed up to the Highlands to be ‘improved’. 
Non-ringing friends and family were incredulous that we would venture so far to ring bells for a 
week, 10am to 5pm. What on earth would we find to DO in all that time? But fellow ringers will not 
be surprised to hear that the time rushed past, and in fact we would have been happy to stay another 
week! 
Tulloch Ringing centre is a fantastic place, run by the wonderful Helen McGregor and a brilliant team 
of helpers, with boundless energy, patience and good humour. The instruction is based on the ART 
(Association of Ringing Teachers) progressive learning scheme and is varied and interesting. The 
Centre has a ring of 12, a mini ring of 8 and a very useful simulator, all housed in a converted barn 
on a working farm about 20 miles from Fort William, in the ‘middle of nowhere’. Nevertheless, the 
nearby Tulloch station is on the Edinburgh to Inverness line, so there’s no need to drive up if you 
don’t want to. Accommodation is provided by several nearby B&Bs (at least one of which is run by 
ringers), or at the farm itself in comfortable self-catering cottages. 
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There were 13 students, ranging from the inexperienced and frankly scared, through to some quite 
competent ringers who wanted to work on Plain Bob and the finer points of handling. At 15 Oscar 
was by far the youngest, but everyone was so friendly and welcoming that he fitted right in. 
Days started at 10am with everyone together on the main ring of 12 bells. Correct handling was 
carefully explained and demonstrated; handling faults were identified and corrected; all in an 
extremely supportive and positive manner. By day five we were happily flipping from rounds to 
reverse rounds on all 12 bells. 
After a coffee break, students then split into two groups – the less experienced/confident with Helen 
working on Kaleidoscope ringing patters on the mini ring, and the more experienced/confident 
working with a number of instructors to build up their skills from hunting to bob doubles on the main 
ring. I was with the former group and Oscar with the latter. Then came lunch (which was provided 
each day and well exceeded expectations – compliments to Helen’s husband Peter), followed by two 
more sessions in the afternoon. There were also ample opportunities for students to fit in some tuition 
on hand bells, master raising and lowering the bells, and have a tutored session or two on the 
simulator. 
So quite intense, but it was all great fun, the days passed in a flash and improved we were! Not, 
perhaps, in any dramatic way, but in my case good handling habits were established and reinforced, 
and the seeds of understanding Plain Hunt and Plain Bob were sown and nurtured. Oscar was 
delighted to achieve his goal of competently raising and lowering, something that he has since been 
able to repeat on our bells at Hatfield. Most of all, the course was great fun, in a lovely place, with a 
great group of people. We are already planning a return trip for next year’s course!   
 
2020 Ringing courses at Tulloch: 
Improve your Ringing, Oct. 12-16 & Oct 19-23 
Beyond Bob Minor, July 6-10 
Contact: 
https://tullochbells.com/ 
Helen McGregor: helen@tullochfarm.co.uk 
 

Ann’s ‘Delightful’ Alphabet Quarters 
Ann Evans (St Peter’s St Albans) 

 
Rather old news (April) can be seen in the footnote to this quarter 
 
St Albans, St Peter, Hertfordshire 
Thursday, 4 April 2019 in 52m (24–0–3 in E♭) 
1360 Xylem Delight Royal 

1. Julie Grimwade 
2. Ian K Bushell 
3. Alan M Shepherd 
4. Cameron White-Spunner 
5. Ann Evans 
6. Claire C Nicholson 
7. Matthew R Johnson 
8. Stephen W Penney 
9. Richard A Horne 
10. Richard Sales (C) 

Completes a Delight Royal alphabet of quarter peals at this tower and for 5. 
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A Delight Royal Alphabet at St Peter, St Albans 
 

 Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Arran 2/15 PJE AGS CCN AMR AE AMS SWP BEB RAH RS 

Black Cat 3/15 JC AGS AE RS CCN AMS AMR BEB RAH SWP 

Coxheath 5/15 CWS RS BEB AE SEA AMR AMS CCN SWP RAH 

Darton Exercise 6/15 RS SEA SMA BEB AE AMR AMS CCN SWP RAH 

Exeenda 8/15 PJE SEA SMA AMR AE AGS CCN BEB RAH RS 

Fairbourne Heath 11/15 CWS SEA AE AMS AMR CCN SWP PJE RAH RS 

Grand Union 8/13 AMR AE AMS BEB RAH CCN PJE ERM TBM RS 

Haystacks 1/16 PJE IKB AGS AMS AE SWP AMR CCN RAH RS 

Ipswich 3/16 CWS SWP AMR AMS AE AGS CCN IKB RAH RS 

Jay Pisa 6/16 SEA IKB AMS CWS AE RAB CCN AMR RAH RS 

King Richard III 11/16 SWP MRJ AMS AE AGS RJH CCN AMR RAH RS 

Llanbadarn Fawr 12/16 RES SWP CCN AE AMS AGS MRJ RS RAH IKB 

Mam Sodhail 7/17 JG CWS AMS MRJ AE CCN AMR SWP RAH RS 

Nineveh 9/17 JG SEA MRJ AE AMS AMR SWP CCN RAH RS 

Octavian 11/17 AMS JG MRJ AGS AE AMR CCN CWS IKB RS 

Port Jackson 11/17 JG AMS AMR SWP AE CCN CWS RAH MRJ RS 

Quither 3/18 AB AMS AMR AE CCN CWS MRJ RAH ERM RS 

Roanoke 5/18 JG MRJ AMS AE CCN AMR RS RAH SWP IKB 

Staplehurst 9/14 SWP SEA AGS AE AMS CCN AMR BEB RAH RS 

Triton 2/12 CCN AMS AMR PJE BEB AE RS AGS SWP RAH 

Upperthorpe 7/18 MRJ JG AE IKB AMR AMS CCN RAH SWP RS 

Vulcan 2/19 LM IKB JG AE AMS AGS CCN RAH SWP RS 

Woodbine 9/18 AMS IKB JG CWS AE CCN AMR MRJ SWP RS 

Xylem 4/19 JG IKB AMS CWS AE CCN MRJ SWP RAH RS 

Yettington 12/18 DG JG AB IKB AMS AE CWS MRJ RAH RS 

Zmutt 1/19 AB SWP JG AMS AE MRJ CCN AMR RAH RS 

Conductor  
 

Andy Reeve (AMR), Angela Blackburn (AB), Alan Shepherd (AMS), Al Smith (AGS), Ann Evans (AE), Bjørn Bradstock 
(BEB), Cameron White-Spunner (CWS), Claire Nicholson (CCN), Daniel Gregory (DG), Edward Mack (ERM), Ian 
Bushell (IKB), James Crawley (JC), Julie Grimwade (JG), Liz Middleton (LM), Matthew Johnson (MRJ), Phil Ellis 
(PJE), Rob Hornby (RJH), Richard Horne (RAH), Richard Sales (RS), Rosemary Sales (RES), Russell Brown (RAB), 
Sam Austin (SMA), Siân Austin (SEA), Stephen Penney (SWP), Thomas Mack (TBM)  
 
 

Dora Elizabeth Scott (14 March 1925 – 28 August 2019) 
By Judith Titmus (Daughter) 
 

Dora learnt to ring at Kimpton in 1980 and was a very loyal member 
of the band until 2013 when osteoporosis prevented her from 
continuing to ring.  She was Tower Secretary for a number of years 
and always enjoyed participating in outings and attending social 
events.  She enjoyed ringing and could always be depended on to ring 
Sunday mornings and won the Sunday attendance bell nearly every 
year.  She often reminded us that the bells are rung on a Sunday 
morning to call people to church. 
 
Dora was happy to ring rounds and call changes, Bob Doubles and 
Bob Minor and rang a number of Quarter Peals.  Her greatest 
achievement was a Peal of Bob Doubles at Aldbury on 27 January 
1990. 
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Her funeral at Kimpton Church on 24th September was well attended and half muffled ringing 
preceded the service. Judith tolled the tenor 94 times to commemorate each year of Dora’s life. This 
was followed by open ringing as a celebration of her long and happy life.   
 
The following Quarter Peals and Peal were rung in memory of Dora: 

 
St Peter and St Paul, Kimpton 
Sunday, 29 September 2019 

1372 Plain Bob Triples 
 

1. Dianne E Crowder   5. Kevin Horan 
2. Judith E Titmus   6. Keith Lewin  
3. Les Weeks    7. Robert J Crocker (C) 
4. Susan Hammond   8. Ron E Titmus 

 
St John The Evangelist, Lemsford 

Sunday, 20 October 2019 
1320 Doubles (St Martins, St Simons, Plain Bob) 

 
1. Judith E Titmus    4. Kevin Horan 
2. Daniel R B Gregory    5. Robert J Crocker (C) 
3. Vivian Nutton     6. Ron E Titmus 

 
St John The Evangelist, Lemsford 

Sunday, 10 November 2019 
5040 Doubles 

(Grandsire, Eynesbury, St Osmond, St Martins, St Simons, Plain Bob) 
 

1. Judith E Titmus    4. Keith D Waples 
2. Daniel R B Gregory    5. Robert J Crocker (C) 
3. Vivian Nutton     6. Ron E Titmus 

 

Learner’s Update 
 
I asked a number of towers if anyone who has leant to ring in the last 1-2 years would be able to 
write a few words about their ringing. These are the responses I received…. 

 
Chris Ball  (Abbey) - I started my ringing journey in March 2018, without any real expectations and 
simply looking for a new hobby and way of becoming involved in the community. What awaited me 
at the Cathedral and Abbey Church of St Alban (to give its full title) was an extremely warm group 
of accomplished ringers who were encouraging and welcoming in equal measures. I wasn’t fully 
prepared for how long it would take me to learn this new skill, even being a keen learner and doing 
as much reading outside of practices, it probably took me 6 months to really get the basics of handling 
a bell. Going from just practicing back strokes on the dumb bell to ringing up (in peal?!) on the real 
bells was a real achievement. Then I was given my first nod of approval from our ringing master; I 
could join in on Sundays. The next milestone was Remembrance Sunday 2018 where I was one of a 
few new members who rang for Ringing Remembers ringing rounds and call changes on 12. The half 
muffled bells added a particular poignancy to the ringing. One of my favourite ringing memories has 
been to literally ‘ring in’ the New Year with the rest of the band at midnight on New Years Eve 2018. 
It was just a joyous occasion and I remember hearing the crowds of revellers in the town shouting the 
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countdown as the district ringing master had the important job of tolling the 12 chimes for midnight 
(a few years until I have this responsibility I think!). Since then I have been honing my bell handling 
and starting to learn methods; Plain Hunt, Plain Bob doubles and minor, Grandsire doubles and triples 
and my current challenge is Stedman triples! My proudest achievement to date was ringing my first 
quarter peal; I rang the treble to Grandsire Triples on 1st September 2019. The date is significant as 
it was the day after the birth of my first child, Elias, and the quarter was listed on Bell Board as having 
been rung for him. Having a baby means having the time to ring has been restricted somewhat, but I 
still ring on Sundays and I hope to be back at practice nights soon so I can crack Stedman and perhaps 
look at ringing some caters and cinques! Ringing has been an amazing journey and a hobby I’m 
extremely pleased to have fallen into. 
 
St Albans Abbey, Hertfordshire 
Sunday, 1 September 2019 in 48m (21–0–19 in E), 1260 Grandsire Triples 
 

1. Christopher Ball 
2. Andrew M Reeve 
3. Janet L Penney 
4. Stephen W Penney (C) 

5. Claire C Nicholson 
6. Roderic K Bickerton 
7. Stephen J Crawley 
8. Bjørn E Bradstock

Rung for evensong, and to celebrate the safe arrival of Elias Theodore Skibniewski-Ball, born 31st 
August. 
First quarter peal: 1 
 
  
Lisa Wenz from Wheathampstead writes:  
I started to learn in January 2018, my first public ring with the band was October 2018. I have rung 
at two weddings with another in December. I can ring all the bells in the tower but I do leave the 
tenor alone. I can ring plain hunt on the treble and two, we are now ringing Grandsire Doubles. 
Recently Ben has got me calling for Queens with Kings to come. I enjoy ringing, such a huge sense 
of achievement, I couldn't have done it without the support and encouragement of Ben and the 
band. 
 
Louise Mullins of St Peter’s St Albans: My journey into bell ringing was unplanned and 
unexpected. Following our move to St Albans in January 2018, two experienced bell ringers 
independently asked me if I was interested in bell ringing, so I took this as a sign! 
My first bell handling session was in April 2018 and I was given careful and detailed tuition by 
several teachers. I think it’s fair to say progress took place though not rapidly. By November 2018 I 
was able to ring in rounds with support for the special centenary commemorative service for the 
centenary of the end of the First World War 
I felt very privileged to be able to ring at this service even though it was still very much baby steps. 
The significance of the service and the recruitment of new ringers was not lost on me and I also have 
the badge to prove it! 
A year later and I am able to independently ring in rounds on six and regularly partake in evensong 
on Sunday. In the summer I attended a district ringing outing, which was great fun. I enjoyed ringing 
on different bells in different towers and it didn’t go as badly I might have imagined. 
At the moment I am beginning call changes, which is proving to be rather a challenge. I can 
understand the theory but when ringing is moving at a pace it’s not long before I just don’t know who 
I’m ringing after. I hope given repetition and practice it will become clearer! 
My hopes for 2020 are that I might be able to ring Plain Hunt and already enjoy closely watching my 
fellow bell ringers to develop anticipatory skills! 
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Rachel Wallace of Kimpton writes:  
They make it look so easy!  When I joined the very welcoming ringers at Kimpton church around 
Easter this year, I never imagined that there would be so much to think about.  Where to place your 
hands, how to tie knots, getting it on the balance and who to follow.  Not to mention learning how 
to set a bell up to start.  As for getting the bells down, well I haven’t even attempted that yet!  It has 
made me appreciate just how much skill there is behind the sound of those church bells which so 
many of us take for granted.   Despite the challenges there is something tremendously satisfying 
about the whole process, especially the thrill of hearing your bell strike in just the right place 
(sometimes!).  I cannot help but smile as I sit and watch the experienced ringers going through a 
series of changes I hope will one day make sense to me.  It is a joyous sound, and I hope that at 
some point in the next year I will be joining in with more of the method ringing and no longer 
having that slightly panicked feeling when someone shouts “stand!” 
 
David Malpas of Hatfield  
I’ve been an avid Archers listener for many years. In June 2018, a storyline promoted the Ringing 
Remembers campaign with one of the characters, PC Harrison Burns, learning to ring at St Stephen’s, 
Ambridge. The show followed his progress for a number of weeks and made me think, “I’d like to 
try that”. Through the wonders of Google I was swiftly in touch with Rob Goss at St Etheldreda’s in 
Hatfield. The rest, as they say, is history.  
On Remembrance Day 2018 I was able to ring rounds on the 5th bell, without anyone having to stay 
too close to me. I think I was also starting to learn call changes. 
I consider Hatfield to be my home tower, so I’ll write this with reference to Hatfield. The 5th continues 
to be my favourite bell and I’m pretty pleased to be able to get through three rounds of Plain Hunt 
with some level of consistency (at least for most of the time). Call changes are still a challenge, but I 
feel I am getting better at trying to note which bell, the bell I’m following, is following. I’ve rung the 
Treble a few times (with guidance as to timings), the 3rd, 4th and the tenor behind (occasionally for 
Plain Hunt and Bob Doubles).  
In terms of my targets for 2020: Certainly Plain Hunt on a different bell, probably the 3rd, perhaps 
Bob Doubles?? I hope to be much more proficient at call changes and better at rope sight. I predict 
I’ll still be desperately trying to remember sequences rather than counting places. Finally, I hope to 
be good enough to be able to ring for a wedding. 
I’ve been to a couple of district monthly meetings, St Paul’s Walden and the Abbey at St Albans. 
 For the past few weeks I’ve been joining the practice on a Monday evening at Lemsford. The bells 
are much lighter, and arguably easier to ring compared with Hatfield. I’m getting a lot of practice of 
Plain Hunt which is really helping to feel the weaving rhythm of the bells. I’m also getting experience 
there of ringing the tenor behind for a variety of different methods – listening for my bell and trying 
to maintain consistency. The combination of two towers coupled with the patience of my fellow 
ringers is really helping me to improve.  
  
 
Jim Wade of Kimpton: 
I live opposite the Church in Kimpton and, as we regularly heard the bells ringing out, I remember 
mentioning to my wife on odd, light hearted occasions that it might be quite fun to learn how to do 
that. Even so, I was somewhat taken off guard when, at a Christmas gathering last year, my wife came 
over to me followed by another guy she’d been chatting to whom she introduced as Les, “the chap 
who’ll teach you how to bell ring”. Had it been earlier in the evening I might have seen sense and 
politely declined. As it was, the “couple” of pints that I’d already consumed had their effect and I 
found myself agreeing to meet Les in the Church tower shortly after Christmas. After all, what could 
possibly go wrong?  It’s only a question of ‘yanking’ on a rope….. 
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A couple of weeks later I met up with Les where my simplistic view of bell ringing was quickly 
dispelled as I came to grapple with such terms as “backstroke”, “hand stroke”, “the sally”, “raising 
the bell”, “lowering the bell”, “the bells are up”, “the bells are down”, “balancing the bell” and so 
forth. And then there was the health and safety bit. Warnings about getting tangled up in the rope, 
rope burn, and to be sure to let go and “take cover” if I was too enthusiastic on my rope pulling and 
the stay (yet another term !) broke. And as if learning to handle the bell safely was not enough, we 
then had to learn “that” knot when the bells weren’t in use. I was never a boy scout but how did 
something that appears so simple take so long to master? 
 
It’s probably fair to say that I’m now reasonably safe/competent on the rope “yanking” and hopefully 
those standing near me now feel less at risk of their lives. And I can even tie “that” knot. So that, I 
thought, would be that and having learned to pull the rope (relatively) safely I thought I could then 
count myself as a fairly competent campanologist. Except I now realise that was only the beginning 
where I’m now coming to grips with new terms such as “rounds”, “call changes” and, perhaps one 
day, even “peals”… 
 
In all of this I clearly terrified Les witless because he’s now emigrated to Australia. But it has been 
huge fun and my only regret is that I didn’t take the advice to try bell ringing many years ago from 
one Mark Regan with whom I shared digs as a student. A huge thanks in particular to Keith for his 
long suffering and patience in teaching me and to all members of the Kimpton band who have had to 
endure my incompetence week after week. Please don’t give up on me - I’m hugely enjoying it and I 
will get there eventually. Honestly Keith….” 
 
News from Lemsford 
Monday night practices continue to be well attended by our own members and visitors from 
Sandridge, Hatfield and Kimpton and our newest recruits, twins Fearne and Blake Palmer, age 11 
have been learning since January and are making excellent progress. 
 
Darcey Palmer, age 13, has been learning since March 2017 and rang his second Quarter Peal on 
Friday, 1st November.  This was his first inside and a commendable achievement. 
  

Friday, 1st November 2019 
1320 Plain Bob Doubles in 38 mins 

 
1. Ron E Titmus      4. Adam R Crocker 
2. Darcey W Palmer *     5. Robert J Crocker (C) 
3. Judith E Titmus     6. Emily K Palmer 
  
   *  First Quarter inside 
 
In memory of Danielle Marie Black aged 45, who was tragically shot and died in America on 
Wednesday, 30th October 2019.  Cousin of Emily (6). 
 
Darcey Palmer:  ‘I wanted to learn to ring as my mum, Emily Palmer and sister, Rhia had taken up 
ringing. I thought the bells sounded cool.  
Unfortunately, I was unable to ring for Remembrance Day in either 2018 or 2019 as I am a Scout and 
was on parade.  In November 2018 I could plain hunt and ring Bob Doubles on the treble. I rang my 
first Quarter Peal on 6th January 2019.  I can now ring Bob Doubles inside and rang my first Quarter 
inside on 1st November 2019.  I can now ring plain courses of Bob Minor inside.  I hope to be able to 
ring touches of Bob Minor by the end of 2020.  I also ring at weddings.’ 
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Fearne Palmer  ‘I saw Mum ringing 
and wanted to have a go.  I started 
ringing in January 2019.  I can ring 
plain hunt on the treble, 2 and 3 and the 
treble to touches of Bob Doubles.  I 
rang call changes and plain hunt on half 
muffled bells for the first time on 
Remembrance Day.  By the end of 
2020 I hope I can ring at weddings and 
in other towers and Mum hopes I will 
have rung my first Quarter Peal!’  
 
Blake Palmer:  ‘I started to learn to 
ring in January 2019 because it 
sounded like a fun hobby and Mum and 
my older sister Rhia were already 

ringers.  Fearne and I started together.  I can plain hunt the treble and ring call changes.  I have just 
started to ring plain hunt on the 2.  I hope to be able to ring Bob Doubles by the end of 2020’. 
 
 

Roger Gedye 
By Ben Quinn 

 
I’m very sad to have to tell you that Roger Gedye of 
Wheathampstead passed away during the early 
hours of Tuesday 26th November.  He took a turn 
and was taken to hospital where he deteriorated and 
died. 
Mary Goss writes: Thank you so much for passing 
on the sad news.  Roger will be sorely missed.  He 
was such a big character with many entertaining 
tales to tell and so much knowledge.  It doesn't seem 
possible that last year on your Ireland trip there was 
no sign of the sadness ahead.  
He did so much to rejuvenate ringing at 
Wheathampstead and help make it the welcoming 
and vibrant place it is today. We will always 
remember him with great affection.  With our very 
best wishes and thinking of you all in 
Wheathampstead at this sad time’.  
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Great Amwell, Hertfordshire 
St John the Baptist 
Friday, 29 November 2019 in 43m (6–3–24 in B♭) 
1296 Oxygen Delight Minor 
Composed by Claire C Nicholson 

1. Mary E Goss 
2. W Robert E T Goss 
3. David S Harris 
4. Bjørn E Bradstock (C) 
5. Claire C Nicholson 
6. Richard A Horne 

Rung in thanksgiving for the life of Roger Gedye. 

 
I‘m sure Roger would have appreciated this method – he was a chemistry teacher at Wellington 
College before he retired. 

 
Other Quarter Peals 
 
Sandridge, Hertfordshire 
St Leonard 
Sunday, 10 November 2019 (6–0–18 in B♭) 
1260 Plain Bob Doubles 

1. Christine Nutton 
2. Callum Hayes 
3. Judith Titmus 
4. Richard Hayes 
5. Vivian Nutton (C) 
6. Ron Titmus 

A wedding compliment to Anna-Jane Hunter and Christopher Nutton, married at Edlingham, 
Northumberland, on November 2nd. 
 
 
 

Editor Rob Goss 
  e-mail mary.rob.goss@gmail.com 


